Backend Javascript Engineer (Mid/Senior)
About Flexiroam:
We empower our product squads to solve hard problems – customer problems and business problems
– in ways that our customers love, yet work for our business. Our product squads are cross-functional
and durable, generally composed of a product manager, a product designer, and several engineers.
We staff our product squads with the skills necessary to come up with effective solutions that are
valuable (our customers choose to buy or use), viable (the solution works within the many constraints of
the business), usable (the user can figure out how to use) and feasible (our engineers have the skills
and technology to implement).
About the role:
As a Backend Engineer on a product squad, you are responsible for our products backend services
duties, from developing to shipping complex applications and services to production. The Backend
developer's responsibilities include also optimizing applications, improving scalability, performance,
reliability, and proactive approach to planning the technical architecture of our products.
What you’ll be doing:
Develop new products, features to Flexiroam products in a secure and performant way
Deliver clean, testable and maintainable code to ensure functionality as well as the quality of
the product
Analyze, maintain and improve scalability, performance and reliability of our products
Collaborate efficiently with product managers and other engineers
Own the problem and make your own decisions - take responsibility end to end
Mentored and train other team members on design and coding techniques
Necessary Qualifications:
At least 3-5 years of back-end development experience
Strong proficiency with JavaScript / TypeScript
Knowledge of Node.js and frameworks available for it
Experienced building, shipping, and maintaining services and systems on public cloud
ecosystem Amazon Web Services (AWS)
Familiar with databases (PostgreSQL, MySQL)
Familiar with CI/CD (eg. GitLab, Jenkins)
Diverse perspectives:
We know that innovation thrives on product teams where diverse points of view come together to solve
hard problems in ways that are just now possible. As such, we explicitly seek people that bring diverse
life experiences, diverse educational backgrounds, diverse cultures, and diverse work experiences.
Please be prepared to share with us how your perspective will bring something unique and valuable to
our product teams.

